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Abstract 

It is argued that non-locality is an essential ingredient in Relativistic Quantum 

Field Theory in order to have a finite theory without recourse to renormalisation and 

the problems that come with it. A critical review of the physical constraints on the 

form the non-locality can take is presented. The conclusion of this review is that non-

locality must be restricted to interactions with the vacuum sea of virtual particles. A 

successful formulation of such a theory, QNFT, is applied to scalar electrodynamics 

and serves to illustrate how gauge invariance and manifest finiteness can be achieved. 

The importance of the infinite dimensional symmetry groups that occur in QNFT 

are discussed as an alternative to supersymmetry, the ability to generate masses by 

breaking the non-local symmetry with a non-invariant functional measure is given 

a critical assessment. To demonstrate some of the many novel applications QNFT 

may make possible three disparate examples are mooted, the existence of electroweak 

monopoles, an mechanism for CP violation and the formulation of a finite perturbative 

theory of Quantum Gravity. 
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There was once a time, not so very long ago, when a manifestly finite, unitary and 

gauge invariant Quantum field theory would have been accepted as the natural union 

of Relativity and Quantum mechanics. Unfortunately, the Quantum field theory born 

of that time gave infinite results for what should have been small Quantum correc

tions. Rather than reject this theory, which otherwise showed so much promise, ways 

were sought to banish the divergences. It transpired that a certain class of theories, 

which possessed a form of scaling invariance, could be infinitely rescaled so as to yield 

finite results in agreement with contemporary experiments. And so began the reign of 

renormalisable field theory; it is however a theory that prophesises its own nemesis, 

the Landau singularity. The Landau singularity indicates the breakdown of the scaling 

invariance once sufficiently high energies are reached. For this reason, the search for 

new physics to explain what happens above and beyond this energy has continued. 

Major directions of this quest have suitably heroic titles, Grand Unified Theory, Su-

perstrings and Supersymmetry. There is however another path, one which goes back 

to the time before renormalisation when the infinities were considered to be a fun

damental sickness that demanded a cure rather than a suppression of the symptoms. 

This path proposed that a third element, non-locality, be added to the union of Rel

ativity and Quantum mechanics. While the delicate nature of this combination is a 

story that requires, and will receive, its own telling the most important part can be 

briefly stated. On their own, non-locality and relativity are in conflict, in so much as 

relativity defines causality. It is only when the non-locality is purely of a Quantum 
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nature that the three paradigms form a successful trinity. Each element of this trinity 

introduces a fundamental constant, the familiar velocity of light, c, of Relativity and 

Plank's constant, h, of Quantum mechanics and the new constant, /, a length scale 

of non-locality. In the theory to be described the non-locality is not a latticisation of 

spacetime, rather a blurring of the spacetime continuum as seen by virtual quanta. 

This report is divided into four sections, The Why, The How, The What and The 

What Next. The Why discusses the benefits of non-locality and how the incorpora

tion of this new physical concept is constrained by considerations such as macroscopic 

causality, gauge invariance, finiteness, unitarity and stability. The How is an opera

tional account of applying Quantum Non-local Field Theory (QNFT) to the simplest 

gauge theory, scalar electrodynamics. While the literature already contains several 

examples of QNFT [1] [2] [3] in action none are particularly pedagogical in nature. 

Hopefully the discussion of Quantum Non-local Scalar Electrodynamics (QNSED) will 

serve to not only keep this report self contained but also to help anyone interested in 

learning how to apply QNFT in general. The What explains the physical nature of 

the non-locality in QNFT and the importance of the infinite dimensional, dynamically 

dependent gauge symmetries demanded by QNFT. Additionally The What contains 

an appraisal of mass generation in non-local theories again using QNSED as a toy 

model. The What Next is just that, a look toward the future and the myriad of doors 

opened by QNFT. 
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2 The Why 

The principal benefit of incorporating non-locality into physics is the removal of diver

gent high energy behaviour. There are several ways to incorporate non-locality into 

physics, one method that is commonly used as a calculational device is the lattici-

sation of spacetime, the effective (four-)momenta is then cut-off at the reciprocal of 

the lattice spacing. Another type of non-locality is based on smearing the continuum 

concept of a point. This can be represented by 

\x> = jdtyK(x-y)\y> (2.1) 

where K(x — y) is a Lorentz invariant operator distribution with compact support. 

In this way a point is replaced by a centred region, the effective momentum reaches 

a maximum and then decreases. In practice non-localisation has to be performed in 

Euclidean rather than Minkowski space to meaningfully discuss the increase or decrease 

of four-momenta. The non-locality of QNFT is due to a type of continuum smearing, 

it is important to stiess that any theory with this type of non-locality contains a 

complete description of the high energy behaviour by dint of the smearing functions 

shape. There is no cut-off at which a vain appeal has to be made for new physics, 

the non-locality is the new physics. Figure 1. illustrates the effective vs. continuum 

behaviour of theories with lattice or smeared non-locality. 

The foundations of non-local field theory were laid by G. V. Efimov [4] and A. 

Pais and G. E. Ulenbeck [5], in the following description only the major physical 

motivations and constraints in formulating the inclusion of non-locality are mentioned. 

For a detailed axiomatic field theory approach Efimov's original dissertation is the best 
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2.1 Formulation of The Theory 

Non-local fields are denoted by <f>A(x) where (f>(x) is the local field, 

<f{x) = ]<?yK{x-y)<t>{y). 

Given that a Lagrangian can be split into free and interacting parts, 

C = C0 + d , 

the non-locality is introduced by having either 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

or 

C = £0(<fr") + Ct{4>) • (2.5) 
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Of course the two Lagrangians are related by a field redefinition so the choice is just 

a matter of taste. For the same reason one cannot introduce non-locality by smearing 

all fields in the Lagrangian because C(<f>) = C(<f>x). 

The first step toward deciding on the form of the smearing function K(x — y) is 

making sure that it damps high momenta, and since this can only be sensibly addressed 

for Euclidean four-momenta, a Wide rotation -just be performed. In order that the 

rotation does not encounter unphysical poles when rotating the Green's functions 

an intermediate Efimov regularisation has to be applied. In practice all processes 

are evaluated from the outset in Euclidean momentum space only being analytically 

continued to Minkowski space at the end, so the only effect of the Efimov regularisation 

is a possible overall minus sign. A concise way of describing this procedure is that an 

Efimov rather than a Wick rotation is performed. 

The statement that the smearing function produces high energy damping is equiv

alent to the non-locality having compact support. This means that the smearing 

function only has appreciable amplitude within a small invariant interval of extent 

~ / = j . Such smearing functions can be written as 

K{x -y) = K ( fL) 6\x - y). (2.6) 

Defining, in Euclidean space, 

V (-£)=[/<*W*tf(xA) 
2 

(2.7) 

2 

unitarity considerations demand that V(—*j) does not produce new poles on the 

physical sheet and that the residues of the poles of a propagator remain at unity. 
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These conditions are satisfied if V(—*y) is a Lorentz invariant operator distribution 

with the properties 

(1) V(z) is an entire analytic function 

(2) V(z)' = V(z') 

(3) V(0) = 1 

(4) V{x) > 0 for all real i 

(5) HdrVir) <oo 
J o 

The above conditions are sufficient to guarantee a finite, Lorentz invariant and unitary 

S matrix. These conditions were derived for theories with non-locality at classical or 

tree level, so some relaxation of these conditions is possible for theories with only Quan

tum level non-locality. However, the current formulation of QNFT has not employed 

this additional freedom. 

2.2 Problems with Causality, Stability and Gauge Invari-

ance 

The problem of causality is discussed by many authors,and whereas Efimov gives a 

fairly simple treatment others such as Pais and Uhlenbeck or Eliezer and Woodard [6] 

attack the problem in great detail, in all cases the conclusions are necessarily equivocal. 

This is because the violation of causality does not produce time travel paradoxes and 

the size of the physical effects are small and of restricted extent. In all treatments 

to date, however, the theories being discussed are non-local at the classical level so 
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despite the small size of the violations they receive no protection from the uncertainty 

principle. Even the prospect of small classical violations of causality are unsettling; the 

idea is akin to being "a little bit dead". The causality violations appear in perturbation 

theory, this is why the effects are small and the conclusions inconclusive, Eliezer and 

Woodard demonstrated that perturbative acausality was a vestige of non-perturbative 

instability. This is a serious criticism of any theory with classical non-locality, and it 

will be argued that only theories that are classically local and Quantumly non-local 

can avoid such a breakdown. 

Firstly it is worth reviewing how perturbative acausality arises. The Bogliubov 

causality criterion is used, a causality function is defined for an S-matrix, S(4>(x)), as 

If the theory is local (and sensible) then 

C(x - y) = 0 for x ^ y . 

For a theory where the Lagrangian is of the form ( 2.4), C(x, y) is non-zero for \x — 

y\ < (n — 1)1 at the n t h order of perturbation theory.1 This result comes from the 

observation that the non-local matrix elements (at tree level) are related to the local 

1There is often confusion about the meaning of an acausal region of invariant length / since the 
interpretation is frame dependent. For example in a frame where \x—y\ is a purely spacelike separation 
the idea of a small region is clear. In contradistinction near the light-cone frame (Atime — Aspace= 0) 
the acausal region appears to have arbitrary extent in both time and space, however the strength of a 
signal propagated an invariant distance x outside the light-cone is suppressed by V(-x2/P) so there 
is no contradiction with the other frame as far as the size of physical effects is concerned. 
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matrix elements by 

= f^xK(~^JM^(\x\). (2.9) 

or in momentum space, 

AC- .OC(P) = K ( ^ T ^ ) M ^ ) • (2-10) 

This result implies that when the entire perturbation series is summed the causality 

function C(x — y) is non-zero everywhere. In an attempt to avoid this disaster it is 

argued that at any finite order of perturbation theory the acausal region is of invariant 

length (n —1)1 and is associated with an effect of order gn where g is a (small) coupling 

constant. A large acausal region is then associated with small effects thus hoping 

to avoid contradiction with everyday experience. Regardless of the validity of this 

argument a more serious concern is that the loss of perturbative causality signals the 

existence of non-perturbative instability. If all that is desired is an effective theory 

with some degree of validity in the perturbative regime these problems can be ignored. 

If instead the theory is touted to be a candidate fundamental theory, then classical 

non-locality is fatal. String theory falls into the latter category. 

The relationship between perturbative acausality and non-perturbative instability 

is direct and easily demonstrated for a one particle classical system (the results are 

easily generalised to field theory). In a one particle Lagrangian the non-locality ap

pears as higher time derivatives, a classical single particle Lagrangian with other than 
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first time derivatives has an energy spectrum unbounded from below [7] and is thus 

unstable. The action for such a theory is given by 

S(q) = JdtcLq,qJ...,lq\ . (2.11) 

The higher time derivatives mean that the theory has a 2n-dimensional phase space, 

some parts of which correspond to unstable, negative energy solutions. It has long been 

known [8] that a perturbative solution analytic in the coupling constant, g, restricts the 

region of phase space explored by the system to that of the two-dimensional manifold 

defined by the free (g = 0) Lagrangian. A simple example is [6] 

C = Co + b 

= J«'-»V)-P^). («*> 
which yields the equation of motion 

q(t) + u,*q(t) = - * 2 - ^ ^ (0 • (2.13) 

The solutions are oscillatory with squared frequencies of either let = u>2/g or k\ = 

w 2/(l —g). If the equation of motion is solved perturbatively only solutions belonging 

to the class described by k+ are found. This is to be expected since solutions described 

by Ar_ are non-analytic in g while those described by k+ are analytic in g and go over 

to the free harmonic oscillator solution as g —• 0 . A common feature of any non-

perturbative solution to a classically non-local theory is that it is entirely causal. The 

extra solutions which lead to instability also propagate the information necessary to 
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remain causal. Using perturbation theory automatically2 excludes these solutions and 

replaces instability with causality violations. 

In light of the these problems classically non-local theories appear to be irrevocably 

flawed. Actually the situation is even worse, since non-locality also destroys any local 

gauge invariance the original point theory Lagrangian may have possessed. It is to be 

expected that a non-local theory will disrupt a local gauge invariance; operationally 

the loss of gauge invariance appears as the ability of physical processes to couple to 

unphysical quanta. For example in QED Compton scattering can occur oft" longitudinal 

photons. This was the status of the theory until recently when J. W. Moffat, and 

the collaborators he assembled, resurrected Efimov's original theory and cured the 

violation of gauge invariance. As a bonus, it now appears that an extension of the 

gauge symmetry restoring method also removes any acausal behaviour. 

2.3 A Successful Solution; QNFT 

All the problems discussed in section 2.2 were in relation to classical non-local theories. 

Quantising such theories does not alter the conclusions - in Feynman graph langauge 

the trees are still sick. The solution proposed by QNFT is to construct theories where 

the trees are those of a point theory and non-locality is only apparent in loops. This 

method certainly restores gauge invariance at the classical level, because classically the 

3Applying perturbation theory to non-local Lagrangians is equivalent to solving the full, non-
perturbative variational equation in the presence of Lagrange multipliers that constrain solutions to 
lie on the free theories sub-manifold of phase-space. 
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theory is local. The Quantum sector will respect gauge invariance if the generating 

functional is gauge invariant. The only additional work this requires is finding a gauge 

invariant functional measure, since the classical action is already gauge invariant. The 

method for determining both the non-local gauge transformations and the invariant 

measure is explained in The How. The need for a non-trivial functional measure is to 

be expected for all non-local theories, with or without gauge symmetries. QNFT just 

puts off the inevitable to second order in a WKB expansion. To see this in a simple 

context recall the philosophy behind the path integral technique as applied to a single 

particle theory. A particle is believed to "try" all paths through space, as such, a 

functional [dq] is defined to be 

M=i^onte n [ 2 j • (2-14) 

The limit At —* 0 is not sensible when the theory is non-local and is the reason why 

the functional measure is non-trivial. The functional measure, [dg][^(g)], (often [fi(q)\ 

alone is called the measure) appears in the generating function 

Z(q) = J[dq}[n(q))exp (i J dtC{q, «)) , (2.15) 

and [fi(q)] is given by 

-6qW--{T ~T)m- ( 2- 1 6 ) 

T is the usual Wick time ordered product with time derivatives taken in all possible 

orders and T* is the time ordered product with derivatives taken after time ordering. 

For example the Lagrangian 

£(q) = \(q2-"V)-9<iq2 (2-17) 
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requires a functional measure 

w«)i=N n ( i+ \a {m - *2m)+°($2)) (2.18) 
Finally there is the issue of macroscopic causality in QNFT. There are several 

reasons to believe that QNFT is entirely causal and that the removal of non-locality 

from the classical amplitudes in order to satisfy gauge invariance also removes the 

acausality.3 There is some indication that this is not just a happy coincidence, since 

current work on reformulating QNFT as a theory of dynamical non-local and gauge 

phases goes some way toward explaining the connection. A brief outline of this new 

approach can be found in The What. A heuristic understanding of how purely Quan

tum non-locality can avoid causality breakdown comes from the observation that loop 

effects are intrinsically non-local in themselves. From a loose application of the uncer

tainty principle a loop results from virtual quanta "borrowing" energy AE as they are 

created, then propagating for a time At ~ h/AE , traversing a distance vAt before 

returning the energy and being re-absorbed. An example of a direct calculation of a 

loops temporal and spatial extent comes from 4><t> —• <j><j> scattering in <f>* theory. At 

tree level this process has no angular dependence because the ^'s have no intrinsic 

spin and the scattering proceeds through a point vertex so there is no orbital angular 

3This statement may not be strictly applicable to the formulation of QNFT that appears in the 
literature to date nor to that presented in The How, because only the gauge invariant measure has 
been included. This only partially accounts for the operator ordering measure described by equation 
(2.18) which is required to reconcile the canonical and functional methods of quantisation. 
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momentum either. 

When the first Quantum loop correction is included, 

0>* ^ ^ St* 

then an angular dependence is found. This can be related back to an orbital angular 

momentum and thus a loop extent. The non-1 >cality of the virtual quanta that appear 

in the loops of QNFT is neatly hidden by the relativistic analogue of the uncertainty 

principle. 

More formally, the causal nature of QNFT can be seen by returning to the Bogli-

ubov causality condition. The integrations over undetermined momenta that appear 

in loops mean that the non-local loop amplitudes are not a simple convolution of the 

smearing function and their local antecedents as was the case for non-local tree ampli

tudes in equation(2.10). As such, the causality function cannot be related to having a 

non-zero value within some acausal region. QNFT confines the non-locality to loops 

and the loops in turn confine the non-locality. 
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3.1 QNFT applied to Scalar Electrodynamics. 

The literature already contains the application of QNFT to QED [1], Yang-Mills [2] 

and Electroweak [3] theories. Rather than review this work, it is instructive to consider 

QNFT as applied to the simplest gauge theory, Scalar Electrodynamics. Although no 

known physical system is very well described by SED it does have a rich structure, 

reminiscent of electroweak theory without internal symmetry. QNSED also provides an 

opportunity to discuss the possibility of explaining the origin of mass as a dynamically 

induced non-loca, effect [3] [9]. The Lagrangian for QNSED is 

C = \ ( # D - m2)4r + <f>m{a-m2)<l>) -\FiU,F»v-ieAK'tIli+t2AKl'AK

ll<trK<l>K+C, , 

(3.1) 

where 

JM = (fd^-^drf*) (3.2) 

A A

M = e 0 A M (3.3) 

<f>A = em<f> (3.4) 
(n-m2\ , x 

em = exp I A 2 1 . (3.5) 

Ct is an iteratively defined series of higher interactions which strip the trees of non-

locality. The first task is to determine the form of the stripping Lagrangian, C, . This 

iteration is best described diagrammatically, and in addition to the usual conventions 

for drawing Feynman diagrams there is an additional rule needed to indicate non-

locality. Whenever a particle line is crossed by a dotted line it means the corresponding 
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field is affected by a non-local smearing factor, em. For example, the primary vertices 

are 

- e ( P , + M2*)46{p-p'-k)exp ^ + ^ ^ f ~ *"*) 

«'.v 

=*• 2ie2rilll,(2ir)*6 (p -p' -k-k') exp 

r 
p 2 + p / 2 + fc2 + F - 2 m 2 

2A2 

) • 

Thus a process such as "Compton scattering" is given in terms of the primary vertices 

as 

The disagreement with the trees of point theory is due to the non-local factors affecting 

the internal lines of diagrams (a), (b). Because external lines are taken to be on-shell 

the non-local factors affecting these lines have degenerated to unity in keeping with 

equation(3.5) and so do not further disrupt the agreement with point theory. To 

restore classical agreement with point theory, a suitable contribution to the stripping 

Lagrangian must be found, and the obvious choice is the local minus the non-local 
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expression, 

J,\ 

so that in momentum space, 

CSi(p,p',k,V) = -ie\2«)H{p + k-p'-k')exp (p' + ̂  + ^ + k^ 2 m ^ 

1 c x p f ( p + f c ) , V 

( J r - 2 p ' ) „ ( t - j / - P ) v 

The corresponding term in position space is 

A - e x P ( i H ^ ^ i ) \ 

(p' - Jfc)2 - m 2 

/J 

£ M = - e 2 B O m B - , 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

where 

B = ( 2 A A

M d ^ A + ^ A a M A A

M ) (3.8) 

Similarly the other tree level process at order e 2 , <£<£* —• <f><(>*, is returned to the point 
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theory result by 

£ „ = e 2 / 5 ) /* . (3.10) 

All higher order terms can be found by repeating the method used to determine the 

e2 stripping vertices with the added proviso that terms got by combining lower order 

stripping vertices with themselves or the primary vertices should not be forgotten 

when carrying out the procedure. In principle, the series of terms that go to make 

up the stripping Lagrangian can be summed allowing the Lagrangian to be compactly 

expressed to all orders. An example of this can be found in the work on QED [1], the 

so-called extended Compton trees of a fermion scattering off n-photons are stripped 

of non-locality by 

C = £ ( - < 0 > A ^ [(» 9 ~ m) O ^ A ] ( n _ 1 ) 1>A (3.11) 

so that 

£, + d = c^ A 4LK [l + e (i $-m)0 jLx]_1 ^ A • (3.12) 

The reason the series can be so easily summed is due to the linear topology of the 

extended Compton trees (there is a single through- going Fermion), which results in 

the stripping Lagrangian for this process being a geometric series. 

Tree graphs with more complicated branchings will engender more complicated se

ries. For example, at order e 4 there are two topologically distinct graphs (not counting 

crossings) for the scattering of two photons and four Fermions. These are displayed 
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in the above diagram. As a result the stripping Lagrangian for this process will not be 

a geometric series. For the purpose of practical calculations it is not necessary to be 

able to explicitly sum the series although it could be an entertaining application of 

fractal graph theory. 

3.2 Gauge Invariance 

Returning to QNSED, the next step is to discover the gauge transformation that 

leaves the Lagrangian invariant. Such a symmetry must exist since the theory exhibits 

current conservation and decoupling at order e 2 by virtue of its agreement with the 

point theory at tree level. At order e it is easy to show that 

(S0 + 6l)C = 0 (3-13) 

where 

M M = W (3.14) 

Sri = -ieOK4>Ks . (3.15) 

Proving gauge invariance at order e 2 requires considerably more algebra. Using the 

convention that the subscripts refer to the order in e 

SC = (60 + 61 + 62 + ...){Co + Ci + C2 + ...) 

= 6oCl+8l£0 + 60C2 + 61C1 + 62Co + ... (3.16) 
0(e) 0(e») 

so at order e 2 knowledge of 60C2, S\£i and C0 can be used to determine S2 • The 

details of this calculation comprise Appendix A. The result is 

Sri = - e 2 0 A 0 (2Ajd"0A + / d " A j ) e 
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= -e2eAOEe. (3.17) 

The fact that these gauge transformations are dynamically dependent and non-Abelian 

with an algebra that does not close is of fundamental significance. A full discussion of 

this is held off until The What. 

3.3 Quantisation 

The next stage, Quantisation, is most naturally accomplished through the path integral 

formalism. To obtain gauge invariant results the entire generating functional must be 

gauge invariant, 6Z(J) = 0, where 

Z(J) = J[dA)[d<j>][d<t,*}[nmKat(A, <f>, <j>*)] exp (i J(C + J»AV + Jtf + W) <f*x) , 

(3.18) 

thus we require 

6 {[dAftdflidftbh^iA, <f>, f)]) = 0 (3.19) 

since 

6C = 0 . (3.20) 

The transformation of the scalar field can be written as 

H{*) = j>yrf«*tf(»)T[eA](*fy>*)^) 

= Jd*z(6.T(eA))Xx,z)<t>(z). (2.21) 

The operator T[eA](x,y,z) is given to 0(e 3) by (see equations(3.15), (3.17)) 

T[eA}(x,y, z) = -it [6 (x - y)]A e(x) 

+ie2 [S (z - y)]A O (2AAid» + (id»AK) ) [6 (x - z)\A e{x). (3.22) 
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Because T is non-Hermitian <f><f>* is not an invariant, and in fact onder a gauge trans

formation 

[d<f>][d<f>m] -> [d(j,][d<f>']det(1+6-T[eA])det(1 + 6• T'[eA\) 

-* [d<f>][d<F]Jd*x<x\exp[e-T + 0-'r]\x> . (3.23) 

Writing /xmea«(e-<4) = exp(i5m e a,(eA)) the above equation is equivalent to 

/ ^JSn^jeA]^^ = i fd4x<x\d. r ( e A ) + 9 . T . / c A ) | z > . (3.24) 

J bApxx) J 

Obviously this method only determines the measure up to fully invariant terms. This 

is of no consequence because such terms rightfully belong in the choice of the original 

Lagrangian, and all that is required of the measure is to preserve the classical sym

metries of the Lagrangian. The measure is calculated by Fourier transforming (3.24) 

and inserting the expression for T[e/1] , to e 2 order in the right-hand side of (3.24) 

(see Appendix B.) 

(3.25) 

from which it is inferred that to 0(e4) 

• M — i & / * ^ ( j C *'*#?#«> T + 1A2 

(3.26) 

A surprising feature of the above expression is that it diverges quadratically in the 

point limit (A —» oo). This highlights a little discussed failing of point field theory, 

that it does not have a gauge invariant generating functional unless a suitable reg

ulator is being used. Unfortunately the most commonly used regularisation scheme, 
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dimensional regularisation, hides this fact within its infamous automatic subtractions. 

The term "automatic subtraction" is a euphemistic way of saying that other than 

logarithmic divergences are ignored. To prove that point theory is not gauge invariant 

consider the vacuum polarisation at one-loop, 

fc.v 

J (27T)<^((p + J b ) 2

+ m 2 
(2p -I- k). 26, H" 

2)(p 2+m 2) tf + rn2)) ' 
For this process to be gauge invariant, the above expression must satisfy 

(3.27) 

JfcMIWifc 2) = 0 . (3.28) 

However, 

1 V l ' ~ J (2*r)« \p* + m* (p+ky+m*) 

x 2e2Jfe° 
J (2*)«VVW 

32TT< /<© 
= a^i>^)(£) 

16x2 P-"» 
lim(p2) 
J—»OO v ' 
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± 0 . (3.29) 

This is precisely the quadratic divergence that is cancelled by the measure. 

3.4 One Loop Calculations 

With all this in hand, it is now possible to calculate the Quantum corrections at 

e 2 order, and these comprise the vacuum polarisation, scalar self-energy and vertex 

modification. To illustrated the techniques needed to calculate with QNFT, the first 

two of these processes are evaluated explicitly in Appendix C. The result for the 

vacuum polarisation is 

w) •£?{+-- k-w) *<? (-£)»j£'*»-i>** (4+rb£) • 
(3.30) 

and the result for the scalar self-energy is 

E(p2) = (3.31) 

The exponential integral appearing in these expressions is given by 

= " l n ( z ) - 7 - E i ^ r - (3-32) 

From the above expressions it is clear that ^oth the vacuum polarisation and scalar 

self-energy are manifestly finite. Furthermore, II„„(fc2) is gauge invariant by virtue of 

its transversality and masslessness (IIM„(0) = 0). 

In search of a calculational shortcut, or at least a useful calculational mnemonic, 

Woodard [10] has produced a proof that if the loop diagrams of QNFT are evaluated 
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in d-dimensions, then the results can be inferred from dimensional regularisation by 

replacing dim. reg.'s gamma functions by incomplete gamma functions. For example, 

the vacuum polarisation in dim. reg. is 

n-<l'> " i s $ s { " ^ jf *r (»" 5) (M*"-(»<»-•)*•+-•]*") 

+ * A j f < ' s r f 2 - j l ( 2 ! , - l ) 2 [ s ( ! , - l ) l t 2 + m , ] " ! ~ 2 j . (3.33) 

The corresponding result for QNSED in d-dimensions can be got by replacing the 

gamma functions in the above three terms (in order of appearance) by 

rH)^K(£+£3)- ™ 
Using the properties of the incomplete gamma function 

T(n,z) = Fdtt*-^-* 

= {n-l)T(n-l,z) + zn-le-z , (3.35) 

Wz) = Ex(z), (3.36) 

and a substantial amount of algebra, it may be verified that Woodard's theorem is 

applicable to the case of vacuum polarisation in QNSED. The same is not true of the 

scalar self-energy because it has contributions from two types of terras for which the 
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theorem is not applicable. The first of these failings can actually be repaired. Consider 

the contribution from 

The QNFT result in four dimensions is 

The dimensional regularisation result for dimensions d > 2 is 

(3.37) 

«0>2) = 0 (3.38) 

The reason for the discrepancy becomes clear if the photon is given a small mass /x, 

since then the QNFT result in d-dimensions is 

4e2 ^) = ̂ « P (-^!)rg) W -r( 1 -^). (3.39) 

Now 

lim lim ft(p2) = lim 
M-*0 A—»oo fi—O 

= 0 . 

* 0 t r - i r ( f l r (2-«) 
T**W 

While 

(i-0 

r(l) 

(3.40) 

^ n W ^ ^ - e x p ^ ) ^ , (3.41, 

which recovers the QNFT result in d = 4 dimensions. The cause of the discrepancy 

evident in equation(3.40) is yet another example of dimensional regularisation's au

tomatic subtractions. In this case the automatic subtraction is due to assigning an 
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ill-defined limit to equal zero, the limit in question is 

Jim [fciY-TM] , (3.42) 
€->0 

where c = 2 — d/2 . The ambiguity comes from 

; « s = ' ( T = ' } [("')'" r ( £ ) ] = 0 (3-43) 

while, 

£}*i{£-i}[0') , -r(«)]-T 0>«> 
Although the introduction of a photon mass as a calculational device can save 

Woodard's theorem from dim. reg.'s automatic subtractions nothing can save it from 

the other troublesome contribution to the scalar self-energy. The term in question 

comes from contracting two of the external legs of the stripping vertex I»OI* . This 

is actually an example of a general class of terms for which Woodard's theorem is not 

valid. The general class of terms can be classified according to a natural division of 

the stripping Lagrangian. C, may be divided into two sets of vertices, purely gauge 

restoring and localising. To explain what is meant by purely gauge restoring consider 

the following construction. The interaction terms of the local Lagrangian are non-

localised according to (2.4), now all the vertices necessary to restore decoupling are 

evaluated. For QNSED this would require returning all the extended "Compton" 

trees to their local antecedents, it is these vertices that comprise the purely gauge 

restoring set. For example, to order e2 the purely gauge restoring set is BOB*, while 

the localising set is 1*01*. Any process containing terms from the localising set will 

not respect Woodard's theorem. 
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4 The What 

4.1 The Non-local Symmetry Group 

Most of the work that has been done so far on QNFT has concentrated on the oper

ational aspects of incorporating some element of non-locality into field theory. Even 

after understanding why non-locality is desirable and how the theory can be imple

mented there is still the question of what is the physical content of the theory. To 

understand the physical content of the theory the nature of the non-locality must be 

better understood. The non-locality is difficult to conceptualise because it is so deeply 

buried; the on-shell particles are point-like as are the classical interactions and only 

the virtual loop quanta behave non-locally. A better physical understanding can be 

gained from the viewpoint that the non-locality is the result of interference between 

non-local phases. At the calculational level this formulation is as yet incomplete, how

ever, the idea is easily understood diagrammatically. Associated with each field is a 

non-local phase, pictorially this is indicated by a shaded region around particle lines. 

For tree level processes this phase is undisrupted and leads to an irrelevant overall 

phase which disappears on taking the modulus squared.For processes involving loops 

the integration over undetermined momenta results in interference terms of the form 
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exp(—p2/A2), pictorially, 

/ / " • v / / ^ / / / / A / / 3 * ^ ^ 

The resulting finiteness of such processes is then seen as coming from the interference 

between vacuum quanta providing a stochastic average over the process. The idea of 

non-locality being the result of a stochastic probing of spacetime was first proposed 

by Grigoriev [11]. In a similar vein Vigier [12] states: "Stochastic variables imply a 

superimposed random set of motions (reminiscent of Feynman's paths) resulting from 

the particle's interactions with a real vacuum; a vacuum now considered as a deeper 

subquantum distribution of violent motions and thus alive with fluctuations and ran

domness ..." One of the benefits of a formulation in terms of non-local phases is 

that there is no stripping Lagrangian. The new non-local gauge transformations, with 

their unusual mixing of gauge and dynamic terms, then come about directly from the 

concatenation of gauge and non-local phases. From this viewpoint the fundamental 

importance of the non-local symmetry group can be understood. It is the symmetry 

which describes physical interactions that lead to a manifestly finite field theory. The 

structure of the non-local symmetry group is very rich, firstly it is dynamically depen

dent in such a way that the original local symmetry only remains as an approximate 
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symmetry, to be realised in the non-interacting limit.4 

6e4> = -ieOK<f>Ke - e26K0 ( 2 A A a ^ A + d " 4 ^ A ) e 

= —ieO<f> in the weakly interacting limit. (4.1) 

Secondly the group algebra is no longer Abelian, 

[Sei,6e2] = e26$(6W)Ae2 

-ie3e$ [o fad* (eUAY + 3MJ (eUxY) 

+ (9*G (2A*d»<f>A + d M j ^ ) ) A | e2 - (1 «-> 2) + 0(e 4) . (4.2) 

Finally the full group algebra does not close since the commutator of two generators 

gives a new generator in a process that can be repeated ad-infinitum. 

The idea of finiteness in physics being ascribable to a larger symmetry group is not 

unique to QNFT, supersymmetry attempts to achieve this by postulating the existence 

of massive supersymmetric Bose(Fermi) partners to the currently known Fermi(Bose) 

fields. At the heart of this super theory is the very down to earth observation that 

Boson loops have a relative minus sign to the corresponding Fermion loops, and at 

high energies the relative masses are unimportant and the leading divergences of the 

loop integrals cancel. In that sense supersymmetry utilises the same idea behind the 

Pauli-Villars regularisation scheme>but in a way that avoids the unitarity problems 

4Because symmetries are only meaningful in denning the form of a theories interactions the idea 
of a symmetry in the non-interacting limit is formally meaningless. A more useful way of express
ing the limit of the approximate symmetry is to substitute the equation of motion into the gauge 
transformation and isolate the term at first order in the coupling constant, this will coincide with the 
expression for the gauge transformation of the local theory. 
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caused by using ghost partners. Non-local symmetry has two main advantages over 

supersymmetry. The first is that there is no guesswork in choosing the form of the 

symmetry since it is iteratively defined and secondly no new particles are needed. 

As an aside it is interesting to note that the non-proliferation of additional particles 

(physical or otherwise) is a trademark of non-locality. Some examples other than super-

symmetry include removal of Fermion doubling by application of Wilson's projection 

operator technique to the chiral anomaly [13]; symmetry breaking and mass genera

tion in Quantum Non-local Electroweak Theory (QNET) which is achieved without a 

Higgs particle [3]; expressing the Fadeev-Popov determinant as a series of non-local 

interactions in the Lagrangian rather than as ghost fields [14]; and similarly replac

ing the ghosts of Pauli-Villars by explicit non-local form factors [15].5 Conversely 

effective non-locality may be introduced into a theory by integrating out the heavy 

particles, this is a common technique for calculating QCD corrections to the Standard 

Model [16]. 

5How non-locality replaces particles has a simple heuristic explanation in each case, for example 
in the Standard Model a very heavy Higgs Boson would give an experimental signal that is so flat 
that interpretation in terms of a particle resonance would be questionable. Rather it would appear 
as an aether type effect which is what QNET essentially achieves at and beyond the non-local scale. 
A different type of non-locality can replace the Pauli-Villars ghosts. Each ghost has a different mass 
and coupling. At a given energy each ghost has a different velocity, weighting this distribution by 
the couplings and combining with the physical field produces a smeared non-local propagator. 
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4.2 Mass Generation In QNFT 

In assessing the physical content of any new theory, it is important to look at what it 

can do that existing theories cannot and in what way its predictions differ. In this con

text it is of little use to look at a theory such as QED because the results of QNFT are 

in total accord with those of renormalisation theory in the energy regime where QED 

can sensibly be considered in isolation. This is despite the great philosophical gulf that 

separates these two approaches. A more promising avenue is QNED because in this 

case the non-locality replaces the standard symmetry breaking mechanism. Starting 

from a massless SU(2) x 1/(1) invariant point theory Lagrangian the non-localisation 

is performed in the usual way yielding a massless, finite theory with the point theories 

symmetry as a vanishing coupling approximation. The full symmetry is dynamically 

dependent and of infinite dimension, and by postulating a particular non-trivial topol

ogy for this gauge manifold the symmetry may be broken. This manifests itself as a 

non-invariant term in the functional measure which in turn allows vacuum loops to 

generate masses. It should be emphasised that the on-shell 517(2) x C/(l) symmetry is 

not directly broken to 1/(1) by including mass terms in the classical Lagrangian; the 

on-shell symmetry breaking follows from dynamic loop effects. Although the details of 

this procedure can be found in reference [3], in order to keep this report self-contained 

it is worth returning to scalar electrodynamics to demonstrate how masses may be 

generated in QNFT. In particular it is important to address the consistency of obtain

ing a "first order" mass from a perturbative calculation. Starting from the massless 
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Lagrangian 

+ e3BOoB' + e2I'>Ooi; + 0(e3) (4.3) 

the scalar self-energy is found to be (see equation(3.31)) 

*> - -«4-w){[-^-»)-(a2(-(-a-(-9)] 
+ P2 [jl dy2 (3y2 +1) Ex (y^ + j[* <fy 3 (2y - 1) £, ( y £ ) ] } . (4.4) 

This results in a modification of the scalar propagator in the usual way, 

(4.5) P2 + ie p2 + E(p2) + ie ' 

The reason that £ appears rather than £ is that a finite wavefunction rescaling has 

been performed to ensure that the residue of the pole is unity. To leading order this 

has no effect and can be ignored for current purposes. The mass is defined to be 

"&*.= -&£ (mi*.) . (4.6) 

This transcendental equation can be solved using Newton's method, and to leading 

order only the first iteration is needed: 

" & , . = -Re£<0)+mk.xO(e*) 

The reason the scalar self-energy can generate a mass in SED is that a mass term 

does not violate any symmetry of the original Lagrangian. This is not the case for 
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Fermions because massless Fermions have a chiral symmetry which is violated by the 

generation of a mass. In QNFT this symmetry is preserved and the Fermion self-energy 

satisfies E(0) = 0 so no mass is generated. The same argument explains why photons 

stay massless and as a corollary, why breaking a symmetry leads to the generation 

of a mass. In equation(4.7) the combination e 2A 2 is considered to be first order; for 

example, if the physical charged scalar had a mass of 100 MeV then this would place 

A around 2 GeV. At first sight this assignment may appear inconsistent because what 

is ostensibly perturbation theory is producing a first order effect. This would certainly 

be inconsistent if the theory did not possess a fundamental length scale as a second 

expansion constant. In QNFT a perturbative expansion should be performed in g and 

1/A so that 

( A + 1 + (x) + ( x ) 1 + - ) ^ + ^ + ^ + - ) 
= Ag + g + V A + g/A + g2 + g3A + . . . (4.8) 

O(0) 0(1) 0(2) 

Applying this expansion to the higher loop corrections of the scalar self-energy 

etc 
E(p2) = e2A(p2) + e*B(p2) + e*C(p2) + ... 

= e2 (A0(P

2)A2 + A1(p2) log A2 + A2{p2)j-2 + . . . ) 

+e 4 (B0(P2) A2 + fl,(p2) log A2 + £ 2 ( p 2 ) ^ + . . . ) 
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+e 6 (c 0 (p 2 )A 2 + C^p2) log A2 + C2(p2)± + . . . ) 

+ . . . 

= e2A^Mp2)+[^)Mp2) + e2B0(p^ 

+ {jiMp2) + e2 (^f) Brtf) + e<C0(p2)] } + . . . (4.9) 

In this way the perturbation expansion makes sense and higher loop effects do indeed 

contribute higher order terms. For QNSED with this mass generating mechanism the 

theory would initially behave very much like it would if the mass had been from a 

m24>4>' term in the original Lagrangian. At energies approaching the non-local scale 

however the theory would begin to exhibit very different behaviour as the mass becomes 

a highly dynamic quantity. The same is true in QNET, since at energies around the 

non-local scale of 0.5 TeV the predictions are very different from the Standard Model 

and will provide a clear judgement on which theory is the correct one. Actually this 

isn't really fair because the Standard Model predicts its own downfall at the non-local 

scale anyway, since it is also the position of its Landau singularity. Recalling the 

scaling argument given in the introduction, it is no surprise that QNFT's scale and 

renormalisation theories Landau singularity coalesce. 

To close this discussion on mass generation through non-locality a heuristic ar

gument is in order. A particles mass is defined as its energy at rest, if spacetime is 

other than a continuum then the concept of a rest frame, and so of rest mass, becomes 

an ambiguous concept only having meaning for macroscopic assemblies. Mass is thus 

interpreted as the kinetic energy associated with the "non-local Zitterbewegung" or 

"zero-point motion" that results from buffeting by the vacuum sea of nonlocal virtual 
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> 
particles. 

5 The What Next 

It is entertaining to consider some of the possibilities opened up by QNFT. The first 

of these, gauge Boson mass generation, has already passed from the speculative to a 

direct calculation. Moffat [9] is now extending this idea to incorporate the origin of 

Fermion masses. 

Of the other myriad possibilities three distinctly different examples serve to illus

trate the potential of QNFT. These are monopole like solutions in QNET, a mechanism 

for CP violation and a finite perturbative formulation of Quantum Gravity. 

5.1 Monopoles 

In a similar vein to the heuristic picture of rest mass as a result of "non-local zitterbe-

wegung" a magnetic charge may result from such a wiggling affecting an electrically 

charged particle. Consider the 't-Hooft-Polyakov monopole that results from sponta

neous symmetry breaking in the Glashow model of electroweak theory. This monopole 

is created by the Higgs field and has a mass around that of the symmetry breaking 

scale, in this case the Higgs mass. The monopole is not a point particle due to "smooth

ing" by the Higgs field and exhibits the unusual mixing of gauge and spacetime indices 

common to all non-local objects. Applying QNFT to the Glashow model sees the Higgs 

replaced by a symmetry breaking measure, as the measure comes from a non-trivial 

topology of the non-local gauge manifold it directly introduces the necessary gauge 
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and spacetime mixings. There is every reason to suspect that the symmetry breaking 

measure will not only replace the Higgs as the mass generating mechanism but also as 

the source of monopoles. The only problem with this argument is that nature did not 

choose Glashow's model of 50(3) *-• U(l). 50(3) has only three generators, giving 

rise to W+, W~ and the photon but no Z°. In order to incorporate the weak neu

tral current the theory had to be enlarged to SU(2) x U(l) -* U(l), this symmetry 

breaking scheme cannot produce monpoles, since its coset space has a trivial second 

homotopy group. This is not the end of the story. In QNET the original symmetry 

is only approximately SU(2) x 1/(1) and when broken it is only approximately U(l) 

so it is not clear that the coset space of the full infinite dimensional symmetries will 

have a trivial second homotopy group. A better knowledge of the dynamic non-local 

symmetries is required to settle this question, but what is certain is that if a monopole 

type signal is seen at around the symmetry breaking scale it would be the end of the 

Standard Model. 

5.2 CP Violation 

Employing the CPT theorem (which holds in QNFT) allows this discussion to be 

shifted from CP violation to T violation as one implies the other. T violation is a 

direct signal of non-locality because non-locality defines a time arrow. Point theory 

only contains information about the present, a precise coordinate in spacetime. Non

local theory on the other hand has compact time support, a dependence on a time 

interval. The theory contains information about the past present and future allowing 
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a preferential time direction to be selected. 

This argument applies to non-locality in general, for QNFT the argument is more 

subtle since the non-locality only affects the vacuum sea. In statistical mechanics an 

ensemble average over a T invariant Hamiltonian produces T non-invariant results 

quantified by the systems entropy, this is the so-called thermodynamic arrow of time. 

In direct analogy QNFT is a stochastic average over virtual loop quanta allowing T 

invariant underlying dynamics to produce T non-invariant effects. Importantly it can 

be expected that such effects will be small Quantum corrections in agreement with 

what is observed. The usual explanation of T violation is a classical result based on 

0-vacua; the major difficulty with this mechanism is the fine tuning required to have 

6 small enough to agree with experiment (6 ~ 10~7) yet not zero. A direct calculation 

of the size of CP violation in QNET will soon be possible. 

5.3 Quantum Gravity 

Gravity is a prime candidate for QNFT, as it is one of the only theories to totally 

reject renormalisation theory. Therefore Gravity has always demanded a non-standard 

Quantisation. A direct application of supersymmetry can only restore finiteness up to 

and including two-loops. Introducing a further supersymmetry gravitino can push this 

to three loops but an infinite number of further supersymmetry particles are required 

to make the theory finite to all orders. Furthermore the additional supersymmetry 

particles have spins greater than two and thus violate unitarity.6 It is interesting 

6 E. S. Fradkin [17] has developed a method to avoid this problem but it requires Quantising in 
De-Sitter space 
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that the supersymmetry group required to restore iiniteness to Gravity is infinite 

dimensional.7 This could be seen as»a measure of just how non-renormalisable Gravity 

is. 

Quantising Gravity in QNFT is no different than applying QNFT to any other 

theory, there are just more indices to take care of. The lack of renormalisability is 

irrelevant, for example the Lagrangian used earlier for scalar electrodynamics is non-

renormalisable8 but it is unlikely that anyone even noticed. The issue of gauge fixing 

and Fadeev-Popov determinants has already been addressed in the context of Gravity's 

sister theory, massless Yang-Mills, and does not present a problem. The stripping 

Lagrangian needed to do calculations at one-loop order is known, suppressing indices 

it looks little different to that of SED or Yang-Mills. The loop calculations are still in 

progress but again it is only calculational volume not theoretical difficulties that slow 

the way. To quote R. P. Feynman [19] on calculating in Quantum Gravity "the labour 

is fantastic in all these things." 

Since QNFT guarantees a finite perturbative theory of Quantum Gravity, it raises 

the questions what does this mean and what is it good for? As Feynman points out in 

the above reference calculating Quantum corrections to the analog of the Bohr atom 

7There may be a direct connection to the infinite dimensional non-local group because superspin 
fields give rise to non-locality [18]. 

8An additional (4>4>'Y term is required to restore renormalisability, the coefficient is chosen to yield 
E(p = 0) = 0 for the massless Lagrangian. With this term SED is essentially the Bose component of 
Glashow's electroweak theory. 
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is totally irrational due to the minute size of the effect, moreover there is a total 

lack of experimental motivation. In the strong field limit there exists the hope that 

Quantum effects will remove the classical singularities. In QNFT the tree graphs are 

unchanged from the point theory so it would not be direct non-locality smoothing out 

the singularities. It is possible that the large effects QNF f has around the non-local 

scale (Plank scale for Gravity?) may gravitationally evaporate would-be singularities. 

Studying the one-loop corrections to the minimum size of a particle [20] will give 

some indication as to whether singularities are avoided, the benefit of this approach 

to that of studying corrections to the Schwarzschild geometry [21] is that the classical 

solution is non-singular, in fact inside the particle the spacetime curvature is constant 

and outside the particle space is flat. 

As a final point; maybe the question should not be what can QNFT do for Gravity? 

rather what can Gravity do for QNFT ? Surely Gravity a3 a theory of spacetime is 

the natural place to seek the origin of non-locality in physics. 
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A Appendix 

Demonstrating gauge invariance at 0(e). 

60Ci = - i e i {a M 0 A ( ^ A a T A - <i>*Kd^A) + (^ A a^* A - ^ A a"^ A ) a M a A } 

= - i e i a„ (e A /") -ie\ {e A a M /" + (^Aa" ( ^ A a ^ A ) - ^ A a " ( ^ A a ^ A ) ) } 

= - i e i ( e A ^ A Q ^ A - ^ V A ° ^ A + ^ A D ( ^ A f i A ) - ^ A a ( ^ A ) ) . (A.l) 

^ £ 0 = ie~ {^A(0 - m2)6A<t>mX - 0K<j>K{U - m 2)^*A + 0 V A ( D - m 2 )^ A - ^ , A (D - m2)0A<£A} 

= zei {^AD0A<£*A - 0A<£AD<^A + 0 V A D 0 A - <£*AD0A^A} . (A.2) 
it 

Since £i£o + ^o£i = 0 the Lagrangian is gauge invariant at 0(e). 

To discover the form of £2 the expresions for b§Ci and i\C\ have to be evaluated. 

The tricks necessary to accomplish this are 

(P{8,fi)) = [d»,d,6] 

= [r,[e„8\] 

= [a" + m",[a„-m M ,0]] , (A.3) 

mM is a constant four vector which satisfies m^m" = m 2 , so that, 

(0" (0„0)) = { ( • - m 2) ,0} - 2 (d*00„ - m2fl) . (A.4) 

The other trick is to judiciously discard surface terms, 

$a"T = - T a M $ . (A.5) 
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It is helpful to decompose 80£2 into 

*o {Cp2 + £*) + to (e2AAAA^A<f>*A - e2BOB*) (A.6) 

Then, suppressing some straightforward algebra, 

61C1 = ie (-ie (A>- A ) A 0" ( « V ) + i e * V A ((d»<f>A) A A ) A 

+ie0 V ( A A 3 T A ) A - ie ( ^ A A A ) A 3" (0 V A ) ) 

= - e 2 ̂ A ^ A a" ( 4 y A ) A + ̂ A * A a* ( A > A ) A 

+ * V ( A A 0 T A ) A + * V A (A A a^ A ) A ) 

= -e2(0A<j>Ae2B* + 6A<j>*Ae2B) , (A.7) 

£„£ p 2 = 2e2AA (d»0K) <f>A<f>*A 

= - e 2 0 A d " (AA<f>A<f?A + A ^ ' V ) 

= -e2 (0Vfl* + 0AfAB) , (A.8) 

so that 

6xd + foC,, = e2 ( * V (e2 - l) B' + * V A (*2 - l) B) . (A.9) 

Finally there is, 

SoCa = - e 2 ( ( 2 ( a X ) ( ^ A ) + ^ A ( ^ ( a X ) A ) ) 0 B ' + {c.c}) 

- _ e

2 ( ( - 2 ^ A D 0 A + 2<t>Ad"0Adll) OB* + <f>A{n - m2)0AOB* 

+ ^ A 0 A ( e 2 - 1)5* - 2 ^ A (d^d^ - m2) OB* + {c.c}) 

= - e 2 ( ^ A 0 A ( e 2 - \)B* - / ( • - m2)6AOB* + {c.c}) . (A.10) 

Combining all the above terms gives 

60C2 + SXCX = e 2 (^ A (D - m2)0AOB* + <f>mA(a - m2)eAOB) . (A.ll) 
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62<f> = -e20*OBe (A.12) 

B Appendix 

To evaluate 

i J dk<x\exp[O-T + 0-Tm]\x> (B.l) 

it is necessary to Fourier transform the expression, employing the conventions: 

(B.2) 

, exp(z'p • x) 
< I | P > = ~ky-> 
S(x-y) = J-—exp(ik-(x-y)), 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

the above equation equals (inserting equation(3.22)) 

-2ie2 J dixdtydtz9(y) < x\ [6{x - y)]A O (2AAi3" + id" (AA)) eS{x - z)e\ x > (B.5) 

-2ie 2 j <Px#yd*z9{y) < x\ U -— exp \—A exp {ik • (z - y)) x 

V (2ff)4(2*)a C X P^" ' (' ~ 2 ) ) e e x p ^ 9 ' *) J l« > ( B - 6 ) 
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6 X P (~—2A* ) e X p ^ X ' (S + * ^ ^ a ^ ' > 

^. 2 f d*k d*p d*q « . (k2 + p2\ fq2-mi\ 
= 2tC J (2^(2^(2^* < *'« > C X P (^A^-J C X P (—A^—J X 

exp(zx .(k + p + q))££ exp ( r ( p + ^ a " r o ' j (2? + p) • A(p)6(k) 

** J (2x)*(2w)* eXP{ A* ) 

/;gexp(r^ + f 2-m 2)(2 g + P ) .^( - P ) 

C Appendix 

Sorry, I had to go to Europe. 
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